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impoitantAvailability of energy is an
socio-economic development of any
fossil fuels are dwindling fast,
nuclear power to secure a stable supply
power programme has been drawn with
large scale utilization of its vast
The energy potential of uranium
of thorium by three times through the
compared to thermal reactors. As
uranium in India are limited, a shift
imperative necessity. Radiological
aspects of fast reactor fuel cycle
discussed. As experience with
associated facilities has been very
to arrive at a realistic quantitative
and environmental impact of the thorium
factors that have to be taken into
radiological impact and the
thorium and uranium fuel cycle at var
are discussed here.
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1. Mining and Milling : Mining and milling
to 25 % of the total occupational dose
fuel cycle. While uranium ore has to be
thorium ores are available as surface d<
and environmental exposures during mini|ng
are less in the case of thorium than
Further the occupational risJcs related
are higher by a factor of three in the
uranium than in surface mining activities
consider the increased toxicity of thorium
the presence of Th-230 and its daughter
contribute significantly to the long

dose
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2. Fuel Fabrication : Surface gamma
Fu increase as a function of time
factor of two over a period of one year
that Pu-238 which contributes maximum
rate gets burned out in FBRs. In view
of plutonium, the fuel fabrication
carried out in high integrity containment
main drawbacks of the thorium 0-233 fuel
hard gamna emitters (2.5 Mev) among th«
232 which is always present with U-
shielded facility for manufacture of U-;

operations contribute
in the uranium based LWR
extracted from deep mines
iposits. Both occupational

and milling operations
in the case of uranium,
to industrial accidents
underground mining of
. However one should
mill tailings due to
products, which will
global dose [3].term

operations
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rates on the separated
the increase can be a
[4]. It is worth noting
the surface gamma dose
the high radiotoxicity

are required to be
facilities. One of the

cycle is the presence of
daughter products of U-
[ 3 ]. This necessitates
based fuels.



3. Reactor Operation : Fast reactor
low occupational exposures and
radioactivity to the environment. Acco
the annual effective doses to most
model site are estimated to be 1 uSv
10 uSv for HWRs and 0.1 uSv for FBRS

are well known for their
insignificant releases of

ding to UKSCEAR 1993 [5},
xposed individuals for a
or PWRfi, 7 uSv for BWRs,

4. Fuel Reprocessing : Zn the case
reactor fuel the concentration of fis
products in the head-end is much
thermal reactor fuel. A few drops of s<
in the head-end would give beta dose
Gy/h and great care is needed in t
maintenance of these equipments [4]
being low in the case of fast rea
equipment designs lend themselves we
through safe geometric configurations,
irradiated thorium is concerned, the
technique has been well established fo:
233.

of reprocessing of fast
kile material and fission

higher than in the case of
lution from the equipments
rates in the range of 50

design, operation and
Material volume handled

tor fuel cycle, process
1 to criticality control
As far as reprocessing of
use of solvent extraction
efficient recovery of U-

5. Radioactive Haste Disposal : High
the reprocessing of irradiated plut
contain nine times more of alpha emitters
reactors [6]. The greatest advantage
lies in the fact that it produces significantly
of long lived minor actinides than th
two nuclides which are of environmental
significantly present in the waste str<
The behaviour of these radionuclides
their transport characteristics in the
investigations.
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